Best Ball Rules 2021
League Starts Wednesday, January 6th, 2021
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There will be an up front twenty-dollar ($20) entry fee to cover the
Banquet and Prizes and other expenses. Pay your $20 fee at the
clubhouse when you pick up your first set of scorecards. From
then on, your scorecards will be waiting for you on the Best Ball
board in the clubhouse.
Each team will consist of three shooters. Hopefully comprised
something like Master class, A class, B or less. I know that it is
difficult to do but please try not to stack you team with all very good
shooters. Absolutely no team with three master class shooters.
If there are 10 or more teams, there will be two divisions, if less there
will be one division. The divisions are chosen by random drawing
Each team must post a score for each week of the event. The week
starts on Wednesday and ends on Sunday.
The Shooters of this League can shoot on Wednesday, Friday,
Saturday and Sunday. Note: The club will not be open on Friday
therefore you must pick up your scorecard on a day we are open.
There will be unlimited shoot a heads or make ups to complete each
event.
The shoot offs will be single elimination with each division shooting
off and then the division champions shooting off on the day of the
Banquet.
The championship shoot off will be with virgin targets (therefore no
practice before the event.)
Each bracket of the shoot offs will be one week consisting of
Wednesday, Friday, Saturday and Sunday except for the last week
when you will have only Wednesday Friday and Saturday the final
shoot off will be on that Sunday.
You can shoot ahead during shoot offs for all but the championship
shoot off, remember you may have been eliminated therefore having
shot a score that counted for nothing.
The scoring system will be Best Ball. If the Best Ball scores are tied
the tiebreakers will be in this order
1. Station Points,
2. Total raw score of all three shooters
3. The higher of the two lowest scores.
You do not need to be a Rochester Brooks member to shoot this
league.
Team members can shoot any time they want. They do not need to
shoot together for score.
You can shoot as many practice rounds as you want but when
shooting for score you cannot shoot practice targets or shoot show
targets. When shooting for score NSCA rules apply.
You cannot shoot for score alone.
The banquet will be a steak dinner after the shoot-offs are
completed.
The exact schedule, number of divisions and number of events will
be determined when we have the total number of teams.
The team sign up deadline is December 20th, 2020

